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Travis’ practice involves assisting contractors and other businesses with
state and local regulatory compliance, corporate matters, contract drafting
and negotiations, and construction claim documentation and procedures.
He helps clients navigate through complicated disputes to avoid lawsuits
and reach resolution when possible and litigate when necessary. 
 
Travis graduated from Golden Gate University School of Law with honors in
downtown San Francisco. Before law school, Travis’ legal career began as a
case assistant with Orrick, Herrington, and Sutcliffe, LLP in San Francisco.
There he assisted in trial preparation for complex securities litigation
matters and traveled with attorney teams to trials on the West Coast. 
 
Travis loves helping businesses start up and thrive. After law school, he
started his own firm in San Francisco that focused on the Bay Area’s
booming hospitality industry. Travis assisted bar and restaurant businesses
with ABC permitting, labor and corporate compliance, and commercial lease
drafting and negotiation, vendor agreements, and more. A couple years
later, he was hired by a small civil litigation firm that focused on
landlord/tenant, personal injury, and labor litigation. During this time, Travis
practiced in every Bay Area jurisdiction, and many other counties in
northern California.
 
Travis’ work at Blueprint involves construction related contract drafting and
analysis, licensing compliance, warranty claim analysis, and intensive e-
discovery review and management. His diverse legal background provides
him with a broad understanding of how the corporate and construction
industries can intertwine with the law, and he strives to provide his clients
with practical counsel and efficient, economical services.
 
Travis enjoys golf, watching baseball, beach activities, spending time with
family and neighbors, expanding his knowledge of world history, and
listening to music in his spare time.
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M: 805.440.9483
D:  805.222.3262
F: +1.912.342.7751
E: tbonnheim@blueprintlaw.com
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